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ABSTRACT

quently suffer from so-called octave error, where the machine estimate is some simple multiple or fraction of the
perceived tempo [5, 10]. These errors appear to be analogous to a phenomenon observed in studies of human perception of the rhythmic properties of music: humans can also
sometimes disagree about the frequency of the main beat of
a piece of music. In particular two influential experiments
on the perception of tempo attempt to generalise observed
variations in human responses into somewhat more formal
models of tempo ambiguity [8, 9].
The definition of tempo ambiguity proposed in [8] is based
on the authors’ observation that, while users tend to agree on
a bpm value for many tracks, in the remaining cases opinion
is divided between two candidates. They quantify ambiguity
as the strength of support for the larger of these two candidates, divided by their mean support:

We report the design and results of a web-based experiment intended to support the development and evaluation
of tempo estimation algorithms, in which users tap to music
and select descriptive labels. Analysis of the tapping data
and labels chosen shows that, while different listeners frequently entrain to different metrical levels for some pieces,
they rarely disagree about which pieces are fast and which
are slow. We show how this result can be used to improve
both the evaluation metrics used for automatic tempo estimation and the estimation algorithms themselves. We also
report the relative performance of two recent tempo estimation methods according to a further controlled experiment
that does not depend on groundtruth values of any kind.
1. INTRODUCTION

A=

Numerous algorithms for estimating the tempo of music directly from an audio signal have been developed in recent
years, motivated by the obvious value of tempo information to automated tools for use in playlisting and DJ mixing [4]. Automatic estimation of the tempo of a track as
a simple value measured in beats per minute (bpm) is now
regarded as an established technique. Bpm estimation algorithms have gained a place in widely-distributed commercial
hardware mixers for DJs, as well as software applications
and web service APIs aimed at musicians, recording labels
and mobile application developers. Meanwhile the annual
MIREX algorithm evaluation competition offers a more formal benchmark for the performance of tempo estimation
software. This has led to the proliferation of rival methods: seven different algorithms were submitted to the audio
tempo estimation competition during the past year alone.
A common observation made in both informal and formal evaluation of tempo estimation methods is that they fre-

2 max(H(T1 ), H(T2 ))
H(T1 ) + H(T2 )

(1)

where H(T1 ) and H(T2 ) are the number of users who tap at
T1 and T2 , the most and second most commonly observed
bpm values, respectively. The study attempts to model the
tempo ambiguity of a track in two different ways. Firstly
the authors suggest that tempo ambiguity may be related
to the mean of H(T1 ) and H(T2 ); and secondly they investigate how a related resonance deviation statistic might
be predicted from the value of an acoustic periodicity difference feature computed from the audio signal. The first
model was found to be consistent with data collected from
a group of 33 listeners for a set of 24 ten-second excerpts,
but the result could not be replicated in a second study of 24
subjects who tapped to the beat of 60 thirty-second excerpts.
The second model was not supported convincingly by either
experiment, although a modified formulation of resonance
deviation was found to be correlated with periodicity difference in a third study of 40 subjects [9].
Despite the inconclusive results reported in [8, 9], the
studies have been indirectly influential in the research community due to the adoption of their experimental data, and
of an evaluation methodology based on their observations,
in recent rounds of the MIREX tempo estimation competition. Algorithms entered for the competition have been re-
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music service Last.fm 1 , can be seen as an abundant source
of perceptual responses although their quality is low: the
“experimenter” has no control whatsoever over the circumstances in which a tag is applied, indeed there is no guarantee that the user of a music tagging system has even listened to the music which they are tagging. Social tags have
nonetheless been used in several studies intended to capture listeners’ characterizations of perceptual characteristics
of music [6]. The appeal of tags to researchers is that the
cost of acquiring them is essentially zero, and they are often available in sufficient numbers for statistics to be robust even if individual tags are unreliable. Other experiments have been designed as appealing internet games [7].
These games give considerably more control over the circumstances in which data is collected, but require a relatively large investment in design and development.
For this study we opted for a middle course, designing
our experiment along the lines of a traditional laboratory
questionnaire, but hosting it on the web and simply appealing to visitors to contribute to our research. Besides providing a source of data for the questions at hand, we were
particularly interested to find out if visitors would take part
in response to such a bald invitation. This approach, if successful, could offer a useful platform for future research,
offering considerably more control than social tags, but at
much lower cost than an internet game. The web page for
the experiment was hosted on the companion labs site to a
large music website. Although the main site receives many
millions of pageviews per day, traffic to the labs site is several orders of magnitude lower, typically a few thousand
pageviews per day.
On each view of the experiment, the web page shows
artist and title information, along with an associated set of
questions, for thirty-second excerpts of either one or two
tracks. The excerpts are chosen at random from a pool of
several thousand audio clips, described in more detail in
Section 3. The first excerpt starts playing as soon as the
page has fully loaded, and the second excerpt starts as soon
as the first has finished. As shown in Figure 1, users are first
asked to select a speed label for each track, choosing either
from a 3-point scale from slow to fast, or a visually separate category to report cases where they are not sure. On a
page displaying two excerpts they are then asked whether
the second excerpt sounds slower, the same speed or faster
than the first. Finally the visitor is asked to tap along with
the main beat of the music.
The sequence in which answers can be provided is not
strictly locked down, but highlighting on the page is used to
encourage the visitor to answer the questions in order. In
particular the large call to action, shown in Figure 1, is displayed only once the preceding question has been answered.
Conventional audio play/pause buttons are provided, so it is

quired to output two different bpm estimates for each track,
together with associated weights intended to represent “perceptual strength”, credit being given for weights similar to
H(T1 ) and H(T2 ), as well as for estimates close to T1 and
T2 .
A separate line of research has, however, highlighted a
negative side-effect of putting tempo ambiguity at the heart
of an evaluation metric for machine estimates. Imagine a
track that has been submitted for automatic tempo estimation and marked as “70bpm or 140bpm”. Is this track appropriate for a playlist of pieces at walking pace, as suggested
by an estimate of 70bpm? Is it more suitable for a high energy playlist, as suggested by 140bpm? Will the track really
be perceived as slow by some listeners and as fast by others? Or is one of the values simply a poor estimate resulting
from a shortcoming of the algorithm, which would be better
ignored?
The authors of [5] go so far as to suggest that such uncertainty means that machine bpm estimates are simply not usable in practice for many potential applications, and should
be abandoned in favour of categorical labels such as slow
and fast. The study goes on to report extremely high accuracies achieved with a slow-fast classifier trained on a bag of
well-known low level audio features, and using social tags
as its groundtruth annotations. This suggests that the ambiguity intrinsic to bpm estimation may simply not arise in
relation to perceptual tempo categories.
In this paper we attempt to reconcile these apparently
conflicting views of perceptual tempo estimation by crowdsourcing a large set of responses through a web-based experiment. The responses include both tapping data and selections from a list of categorical labels. The remainder of the
paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the
design of the experiment and give some background about
web experiments in general; in Section 3 we report results,
in particular exploring the relationship between label selection and human bpm estimates; in Section 4 we outline how
categorical labels might be used to improve bpm estimates
from existing tempo estimation algorithms; in Section 5 we
describe and report the results of a controlled experiment
to compare different algorithms without reference to any
groundtruth values; and in Section 6 we draw conclusions
and outline future work. Last but not least we provide links
to our experimental data, making it available for future research and evaluation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
While studies of the perception of music are traditionally
carried out under laboratory conditions, in recent years the
web has begun to be regarded as a potential source of perceptual data. Social tags, such as those submitted to the
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Figure 1. Questions asked on the experiment web page.
also possible to stop and restart the tracks at will, or to listen to them more than once. Once tapping begins, the bpm
meter is highlighted in red, changing to green once ten taps
have been recorded, to give the visitor an idea of when they
have tapped for long enough to allow a reasonable estimate
of bpm to be made. If a visitor resumes tapping after a pause
of two seconds or more, the bpm meter and its internal counters are reset and the tapping is considered as a new attempt
to answer the question. Although not explicitly messaged on
the page, this allows users to try again if they are unhappy
with their tapping for any particular track. It also imposes
a lower limit of 30bpm on the tempo which the experiment
can record. When the visitor presses the Save button, their
label choices for each track are stored, together with a single
bpm value computed simply as the mean interval between
their taps.
The web can reasonably be regarded as a hostile environment for perceptual experiments when compared to a laboratory setting, but provided the rules of engagement are understood in advance then it is possible to design reasonable
safeguards into the way in which responses are collected.
We restrict access to the experiment to logged-in users of
the main website, allowing us to associate responses with
the users who have submitted them. To attract users to contribute more responses, we award points for each question
answered and display total scores for top contributors on
a separate leaderboard page, a ploy which unfortunately is
also known to encourage cheating. To mitigate the effects
of cheating we store at most one set of responses per user
for each track. Although organised cheating of course remains possible, it would require a very determined attempt
given the relatively low profile of the experiment website,
and spurious data associated with any particular set of users
can easily be filtered out of any analysis. In practice we discarded only tapping estimates of over 300bpm, which most
likely correspond to misunderstanding of the interface.
With these considerations in mind, however, we do en-

Labels
Bpm estimates
Comparisons

Listeners
2141
1919
1438

Tracks
4006
3929
3825

Responses
21444
19451
7597

Table 1. Responses received at the time of writing.
sure that the design of the experiment also allows us to collect data for a more robustly controlled comparison of different tempo estimation algorithms. This is discussed more
fully in Section 5 below.
3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The experiment continues to be publicly available at
http://playground.last.fm/demo/speedo.
Table 1 summarises the number of responses received at the
time of writing. The tracks presented on any given view of
the experiment web page are chosen essentially at random,
as described in detail in Section 5, and consequently the distribution of responses between tracks is not uniform. Most
of the following analysis concentrates on tracks which were
annotated by at least five listeners: in particular 1437 tracks
received five or more speed labels, while 1263 of those received at least five bpm estimates.
The annotated tracks are predominantly rock, country,
pop, soul, funk and rnb, jazz, latin, reggae, disco and rap,
but also include music from numerous other genres, including punk, electronic, trance, industrial, house and folk. They
range from recent releases back to the 1960s. A full list of
tracks used in the experiment is available (see Section 6).
3.1 Ambiguity in perceptual tempo labels
As described in Section 2, visitors to the experiment were
asked both to tap along to each excerpt and to describe its
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Figure 5. Observed distribution of conflict coefficient C.

Figure 2. Observed distribution of all bpm estimates by
speed category.

speed on a three-point scale of slow, medium and fast, or
to indicate if they found it hard to decide. Figure 2 shows
distributions of all bpm estimates computed from tapping,
for tracks annotated by at least five people of whom a majority described them as slow or fast respectively. Figure 3
shows the corresponding distributions of single peak bpm
estimates for each track, computed as follows. Individual
listeners’ estimates are histogrammed into ten bins; the peak
estimate is then the median value in the most populated bin.
If adjacent bins contain the same number of values they are
merged into a single bin before taking the median.
The shape of the distributions in Figure 2 suggests that
we can be specific about octave disagreement in human tapping: when listening to tracks generally regarded as fast,
some listeners tap half as fast as the majority. Figure 4
shows the distribution of labels supplied for these tracks by
“slow tappers”: there are cases in which they consider the
music to be slow, but they are rare.
To model the extent of disagreement over perceptual slow
and fast categories, by analogy with (1) we define the conflict coefficient for a track:

Figure 3. Distribution of peak bpm estimates by speed category.

C=

min(Ls , Lf ) Ls + Lf
·
max(Ls , Lf )
L

(2)

where L is the total number of labels supplied, of which Ls
are slow and Lf are fast. The first term represents the extent to which fast and slow labels conflict, while the second
term applies a discount to this if other users have labelled
the excerpt as medium. Figure 5 gives the distribution of C
over all tracks with at least five labels, showing that, for the
huge majority of tracks, listeners do not disagree at all when
describing excerpts as either slow or fast. To test whether
listeners disagree over perceptual categories in the face of
tempo ambiguity, we define ambiguous tracks to be those
for which more than 30% of listeners tap at either double
or half the peak bpm estimate, allowing a 4% margin of er-

Figure 4. Labels submitted by half-speed tappers for tracks
generally considered to be fast.
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ror when comparing bpm values. The mean conflict coefficient for ambiguous tracks is 0.062, slightly higher than the
mean of 0.058 for the remaining unambiguous tracks, but
the difference is not significant (p = 0.647). We conclude
that in general there is no evidence that listeners disagree
over which excerpts sound slow, and which sound fast, even
when they tap at different metrical levels.

EchoNest
Bpm List
VAMP

first faster
39.2
33.9
34.0

same
27.3
34.7
34.0

second faster
33.4
31.4
32.0

Table 4. Percentage of answers given when comparing two
tracks annotated with the same bpm by a particular source.

3.2 Evaluating machine bpm estimates
combination of the percentages of estimates classed as correct and as unrelated. The weights can be tuned to reflect
the potential harm caused by octave errors for any particular
application.

In order to demonstrate the potential value of crowd-sourced
annotations in evaluating tempo estimation algorithms, we
selected excerpts for the experiment for which bpm estimates were readily available from several sources. We report results here for the following three sources: estimates
from the commercial EchoNest API, as distributed with the
Million Song Dataset [1]; the BPM List, a published list of
bpm values claimed to be computed at least partly by hand,
using a variety of commercially-available tools [2]; and, finally, estimates generated using an implementation of methods reported in [3] and distributed as a plugin for the VAMP
framework for audio analysis 2 .
Some selection of values was necessary for the EchoNest
and VAMP sources. The Million Song Dataset was found in
a number of cases to contain data for different versions of
the same song: we rejected any songs for which the duplicate tempo estimates differed by more than 2%, and otherwise simply used the fist value encountered. The VAMP plugin is designed to produce multiple segment-wise tempo estimates: we selected the estimate associated with the longest
segment(s) of audio.
Table 2 shows evaluation results for the three sources relative to peak human estimates. The evaluation is restricted
to tracks for which at least five crowd-sourced bpm values
were available. In order to observe systematic types of error
in the sources, estimates not matching the human reference
values are split between six categories, corresponding to six
types of octave error, and a final ‘unrelated’ category for estimates that do not match any of the preceding ones. An
estimate is considered to match the groundtruth bpm, or one
of its related values, if it differs by less than 4% of the reference 3 .
The results given in Table 2 show significant differences
in the performance of the three sources: the strongest source,
the BPM List, is correct some 70% more often than the
weakest, the EchoNest. The BPM List also suffers the least
from octave error, presumably confirming that humans were
involved in the creation of its estimates. While categorised
results like Table 2 are useful to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of particular methods, a robust single performance value can also easily be computed as a weighted
2
3

4. IMPROVING AUTOMATIC BPM ESTIMATES
Results presented in [5] report that classifiers can be trained
to recognise tracks belonging to perceptual slow and fast
categories with extremely high accuracy. The separable distributions shown in Figure 3 suggest that we can use the output of such classifiers to remove a great deal of octave error
in machine estimates. The following simple algorithm can
be used to adjust bpm estimates in cases where they conflict
with predicted labels: any estimate of over 100bpm for a
track classified as slow should be halved, and vice versa for
fast tracks. While evaluating this approach directly remains
for future work, Table 3 illustrates the substantial gains possible in the best case, by assuming a classifier that always
predicts the label chosen by the majority of humans in the
experiment.
5. COMPARING ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
In addition to allowing data collection for conventional evaluation against a groundtruth, the experiment was designed
to contain a controlled experiment enabling the comparison
of different sources of bpm estimates without reference to
any groundtruth. The experiment holds indexes from the
bpm estimates of each source, rounded to the nearest integer, to a list of all tracks for which the source gave that estimate. When a visitor arrives at the experiment web page,
the server first chooses a source at random. It then chooses
a rounded bpm value, and finally selects two corresponding tracks from the index (or a single track, if the source
only annotated one track in the collection with that particular value). This ensures not only that visitors are asked to
annotate tracks with a wide range of likely tempo, but in particular that any two tracks presented together are regarded
by at least one of the sources as having the same tempo.
Sources can then be compared for consistency by examining responses to the second question shown in Figure 1,
in which listeners are asked to say which of the two tracks
sounds faster. This is clearly a leading question, likely to

http://www.vamp-plugins.org
The MIREX 2010 evaluation allows a relative error of 8%.
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EchoNest
Bpm List
VAMP

bpm * 4
0.6
0.0
0.7

bpm * 3
1.7
0.2
1.6

bpm * 2
30.5
8.2
23.0

correct
40.7
68.1
58.3

bpm / 2
2.4
5.2
4.0

bpm / 3
0.0
0.1
1.6

bpm / 4
0.1
0.0
0.0

unrelated
24.0
18.3
12.3

Table 2. Performance of three sources of bpm estimates relative to peak crowd-sourced value. Numbers in each category are
percentages of tracks evaluated for each source.

EchoNest
Bpm List
VAMP

bpm * 4
0.0
0.0
0.1

bpm * 3
0.5
0.0
0.1

bpm * 2
19.5
5.7
10.9

correct
53.0
72.8
73.6

bpm / 2
1.7
3.0
1.6

bpm / 3
0.0
0.1
0.0

bpm / 4
0.0
0.0
0.0

unrelated
25.2
18.5
13.9

Table 3. Upper bound performance of three sources of bpm estimates after adjustment for label conflict.
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